LIFTING THE LIMITS
Did Citizens United strike a powerful blow for free speech—or open the floodgates for corporations, unions, and the super rich to unduly influence elections? Our experts weigh in.
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STATES OF DISTINCTION
There’s plenty for citizens to find fascinating within state constitutions, say experts Mark Graber and Dan Friedman. They talk candidly about hot-button issues now under debate from Maryland to Montana.
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HEALTHY DEBATE
The Supreme Court’s ruling to uphold the Affordable Care Act may have raised more questions than it answered. How will the country move forward?

BY RACHEL WALLACH

LITERARY LAWYERS
Meet five alumni who have followed their muse to author books on wide-ranging subjects—from poetry to military history, from the deeply personal to the highly political.
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Profile
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New Faculty, Appointments, and Promotions; Publications, Presentations, and Honors; Classroom Encounters
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Student Profiles; Myerowitz Moot Court Competition; Commencement

ALUMNI
Literary Lawyers
Associate Dean’s Message; Alumni Board President’s Message; Volunteer Opportunities; Alumni Board Updates; Message from the Board of Visitors Chair; Golden Graduates; A Day of Celebration

PHILANTHROPY SPOTLIGHT
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REPORT OF GIVING